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Abs_ct
This paper presents the status of technology program planning to develop those Nuclear Electric Propulsion
technologies needed to meet the advanced propulsion system requirements for planetary science missions in the next
century. The technology program planning is based upon technologies with significant development heritage: ion
electric propulsion and the SP-100 space nuclear power technologies. Detailed plans are presented herein for the
required ion electric propulsion technology devel0pmentand demonstration. Closer coordination between space
nuclear power and space electric propulsion technology programs is a necessity as technology plans are being further
refined in light of NEP concept definition and possible early NEP flight activities.
BACKGROUND
The Solar System Exploration Division of the NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA) foresees
a need for low thrust Nuclear Electric Propulsion (NEP) to provide a large reduction in propellant mass, to allow for
launch date flexibility, and to reduce trip times for science missions to many planetary, asteroidal, and cometary
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targets. Mission and system studies, assuming the use of SP-100 (reactor and power conversion) technology and ion
electric propulsion, have been performed which show that NEP enables a number of the proposed missions, allows
for orbiter missions to the major satellites of Jupiter, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto (versus flybys), and yields more
frequent hunch opportunities (Yen and Saner 1991). The requirements for a long life, low mass nuclear power
source and efficient, long life ion electric engines provide the driver for related power and propulsion technology
programs.
TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM PLANS
A logic flow path for Nuclear Propulsion and its development has been established (Bennett and Miller 1992).
Figure 1 figuratively conveys this logic flow path, showing that a Nuclear Propulsion Program is responsive to
advanced propulsion requirements for space exploration and space science and enables flight hardware systems
development. The purpose of the Nuclear Propulsion Program is to develop and demonstrate focused nuclear
propulsion systems technology including compliance with sound safety and environmental policies that meet space
exploration and space science mission requirements.
Baseline Focused Technoloey Efforts
A preliminary overall schedule for the development of 100-kilowatt (kWe) NEP for outer planetary science
missions is shown in Figure 2. The required development steps are Focused Technology, System Definition,
Advanced Development, and Flight System Development. This schedule shows that the authority to proceed with
flight system development would occur approximately at the time that component level testing is complete - mid
program year (PY) 1997 - and that the flight system critical design review would occur shortly after power/
propulsion technology is ready in PY2000. Work is already in progress as of PY1992 in both power and propulsion
focused technology areas. In the propulsion technology area, initial plans have been established by NASA Lewis
Research Center's (LeRC's) Nuclear Propulsion Office (N1K)) for the development and demonstration of an electric
propulsion thrust system. This activity is the chief technology focus of the Nuclear Electric Propulsion Project,
serving to bring thrust system and component technologies to Technology Readiness Level 5 CI'RL-5) and to verify
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FIGURE 2. Schedule for the Development of NEP for
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analytical tools (including performance and life models) by PY2000 for outer planetary robotic missions. In tandem
with this activity it will be necessary to continue development and demonstration of space nuclear power system
technologies having promise to nominally provide 100 kilowatts of power at a specific power of 25 watts per
kilogram. The SP-100 program has technical plans to develop and demonstrate space rated nuclear power
technologies to meet these requirements by approximately the year 2000 (Atmijo 1992). Milestones associated with
the SP-100 technology tentatively include: (1) space nuclear reactor technology to support an early flight of NEP at
a sub 50-kWe power rating, to demonstrate nuclear power system laanchability and integrated operations with an
electric propulsion subsystem, and (2) follow-on component and subsystem level ground tests to demonstrate power
system technologies not tested in the early flight, but still necessary for lO0-kWe, 25-watts-per-kilogram space
nuclear power applications.
This paper will discuss the elements of the Nuclear Electric Propulsion Project, including NEP system definition
and electric propulsion thrust system technology planning. The space nuclear power system technology is to be
provided by the SP-100 Project.
Nuclear Electric Prouulsion Project
The Nuclear Electric Propulsion Project includes six elements: project management, concept development/
systems engineering, NEP technology, megawatt (MW)/innovative technology, facilities, and safety/reliability/
quality assurance/environment. A basic description of the scope of each of these project elements has been
previously stated (Doherty 1991).
With the establishment in PY1992 of the outer planetary science propulsion application as the primary emphasis
of the NEP Project, project elements and activities reflect a change in focus compared to the project originally
described by Doherty (1991). The concept development/systems engineering element will serve to document OSSA
customer system requirements for NEP, def'me NEP systems which meet OSSA customer requirements, and design,
fabricate, and test the required 100 kWe electric propulsion thrust system. The NEP technology element will serve
to design, verify, and validate the performance and life of component technologies for electric thrusters, power
processors, and their required thermal subsystems. The MW/innovative technology element will now serve to
identify teclmologies having benefit for higher power Moon and Mars NEP applications and to perform fundamental
MW technology demonstration tests. The facilities element will serve to identify and advocate the facility
infrastructure that is necessary for testing of kilowatt-rated non-nuclear technologies for NEP. The safety/reliability/
quality assurance/environment element will serve to perform studies and assessments to establish requirements upon
the safe, environmentally acceptable design, development, test, deployment, and operations of space nuclear electric
propulsion.
The schedule for the Nuclear Electric Propulsion Project (Figure 3) shows extensive interaction between the project
elements just described.
Concept Development/ Systems Engineering
The Concept Development/Systems Engineering element will define, design, and develop the system concept
which meets the propulsion requirements of the mission. This element is characterized by three chief activities. The
fLrst activity is the development and documentation of NEP system requirements. NEP system requirements to meet
the propulsion requirements for the OSSA outer planetary science missions have already been documented (NPO
1992). This document, conforming to MIL-STD-490A, describes the _P system, States specific performance
requirements, def'mes the approach to verification, and includes reference mission descriptions. It is meant to be a
"living document", a document whose continual updating is encouraged and controlled by a formal change control
proce_.
The second activity is the definition of a system concept to meet the propulsion requirements for the outer
planetary missions. First, an assessment will be made of the applicability of a common NEP flight system in
meeting the propulsion requirements of a number of the outer planetary missions, and a baseline system configured.
Then, a more detailed system concept definition will be performed, which shall include consideration of thrust axis
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orientation, nuclear electric power subsystem configuration, thruster nominal power level and array dermition, thrust
vectoring strategy, vehicle guidance, navigation, and control, reaction control system, telecommunications, and
launch packaging and deployment. The output from this detailed definition will be the documentation of technology
requirements for the space nuclear electric power system and detailed technology requirements for thruster and power
processor (and associated thermal management subsystems), as well as detailed system and subsystem drawings/
schematics. SiEaificanfly detailed system and subsystem performance computer models will support the definition
of the concept. It is expected that the initial concept definition activity (PY1993) will provide a set of major
technology requirements, while the detailed system concept definition will update these technology requirements
(PY1994).
The final major activity under this element is the design, hardware fabrication, and testing for the electric
propulsion thrust system. Once the overall system concept is defined (PY1994) and thruster and power processor
technology performance limits and life estimates are established (mid PY1995), a detailed design of the electric
propulsion thrust system will be performed on contract. This will enable fabrication and delivery by industry to the
government of engineering model thruster, power processor, and propellant feed system hardware (early PY1997).
Subsequent to component integration and critical interface verification, a series of plume and fields compatibility,
simulated qualification, and cluster tests, as well as subsystem performance (PY1998) and life verification tests
(PY2000), will be performed in government space environment simulation facilities. TRL-5 (PY2000) of the
electric propulsion thrust system will be supported with documentation in the form of drawing packages, assembly
procedures, assembly records, and reports.
NEP Technology
The NEP Technology element will experimentally evaluate thrust subsystem components and related technologies
tO enable industry to develop an engineering model thrust subsystem. Technology requirements for thruster, power
processor, and their related thermal management subsystems will provide focus for the required technology efforts.
For thrusters, experimental evaluation of performance and life issues will require 25-50 kW class laboratory model
thruster development and testing, hollow cathode, ion optics, and isolator/neutralizer component development and
demonstration, and thruster wear/life testing. The laboratory class hardware will be used to verify critical interfaces
and assess plume/fields compatibility issues also. Models for performance and life will be developed, and then
verified with the lab-ciass hardware. Technology performance and life limits will be established (mid PY1995),
enabling the development of engineering model thrust subsystem hardware, and thruster lifetime will be demonstrated
and verified (PY1997). Recent progress in non-nuclear NEP technologies has been documented by Stone and Sovey
(1992).
MW/ Innovative Technology
The MW/Innovative Technology element will serve to identify and provide requirements for technologies highly
beneficial to megawatt NEP applications for the Space Exploration Initiative, and to conduct fundamental
component/subsystem performance tests.
Facilities
Long term life testing of laboratory class ion electric thrusters as well as thruster-cluster system demonstrations
place a demanding set of requirements on space environment simulation facilities. The capabilities of many large
U.S. vacuum chambers have been reviewed and compared with the requirements for electric propulsion testing by
Sovey etal (1991). The Electric Propulsion Laboratory's Tank 5 (NASA Lewis Research Center) is a potential
facility for testing the electric propulsion technologies required for 100-kWe NEP, but some facility modifications
will be required by PY1995 to enable laboratory model life testing and eventual engineering model thrust system
testing. The Facilities element will provide requirements to help ensure that the necessary facilities are available for
electric propulsion component, subsystem, and full system ground testing.
Safety/ Reliability/ Quality Assurance/ Environment
System safety, reliability, quality assurance, and environmental impact assessments will have continual impact on
concept definition, component technology evaluation, and thrust system design and design verification activities.
IMPLICATIONS OF AN EARLY FLIGHT OF NEP
As a consequence of the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding Between NASA and the Deparmaent of Energy
(DOE) regarding energy-related civil space activities (July 9, 1992), a working group was established to consider
program options for a small, lightweight, compact nuclear reactor sized to meet NASA proposed space, and lunar,
and planetary surface programs (Greene 1992). The working group's highest consideration for such a compact
nuclear reactor is a liquid metal cooled, fuel pin, fast spectrum reactor with a Brayton power conversion system rated
nominally at 20-kWe, and mated with an electric propulsion subsystem into an NEP flight system for several
planetary science missions (Greene and Newhouse 1992). The mission application of such an early flight option for
NEP has been reviewed with the Solar System Exploration Division, and fundamental agreement obtained that this
early NEP flight option should be characterized by a lower system electrical power, a shorter system lifetime, and an
earlier deployment date than any of the missions previously analyzed by Yen and Sauer (Yen and Saner 1991).
Because preliminary interest has been generated concerning an NEP system employing liquid metal cooled reactor
technology and ion electric propulsion having potentially less than a 50-kWe rating, less than 3 year lifetime, and a
a deployment date as early as a 1998, it is incumbent that both technology (as well as system) development and
demonstration issues between this application and the 100-kWe application be worked in a concurrent manner. The
near term deployment date for the lower power application requires technologies that are already mature, implying
that some separate technology maturation process will still be required to enable 100-kWe missions. Nevertheless,
the early flight option will be extremely useful to verify NEP systems technology, to demonstrate the safety
approval process, and to validate as many as possible of the technologies relevant to the more robust outer planetary
science mission applications, and therefore provides a path for the development of higher power, future operational
NEP capabilities.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Building upon the technology heritage available through the SP-100 power and ion electric propulsion programs,
the NEP technology project will coordinate, develop, and demonstrate by year 2000 the technologies required for 100
kilowatt-electric (kWe) NEP. Detailed plans, including project content, schedule, and milestones, have been
presented for the required ion electric propulsion technology development and demonstration; meanwhile, the SP-100
program is implementing technical plans to develop and demonstrate the required space rated nuclear power
technologies. It is clear that closer coordination between organizations responsible for the required space nuclear
power and space eleclric propulsion technologies is necessary for effective, efficient development and utilization of
these technologies. NEP system concept definition activities and a possible early flight option for NEP can provide
the required focus.
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